
The VL200 is known as the most reliable machine on the market.
An over-sized  frame and over-sized components make the
VL200 nearly indestructible.
Simple but efficient mechanism with only 3 moving parts.

Specifications:
Hydraulic adjustable headstock and wheel.
Side shift on chrome shaft of 60 mm

THE QUALITY CHOICE

SIDE-DIGGERS VL 110 - VL 900 - VL200

The VL110 was developped specifically for orchard or
vineyard tractors.
Due to the parallelogram frame the VL110 fits completely
within the dimensions of the tractor in its “in” position.

Specifications :
Hydraulic side shift and depth control.
Blade : 40 to 45 cm.Blade : 40 to 45 cm.
Lifting depth : up to 35 cm.
Possibility to start lifting in the middle of a row.
Tractor : + 55 Hp.

Ideal solution for lifting fruit trees.

NARROW SIDE DIGGER

The VL900 has a smooth operation thanks to the shaker which
is operating in the opposite direction of the blade.

Specifications :
Adjustable wheels.
Blade in high resistance steel : width up to 50 cm.
Separate excenters for the blade and the shaker.
Lifting depth : up to 40 cm.Lifting depth : up to 40 cm.
Tractor : + 60 Hp.

Options :
Hydraulic adjustable wheels.
Hydraulic adjustable headstock.

Versions for standard and narrow tractors.

SHAKING BLADE DIGGER

The VL200 is known as the most reliable machine on the market.
An over-sized  frame and over-sized components make the
VL200 nearly indestructible.
Simple but efficient mechanism with only 3 moving parts.

Specifications:
Hydraulic adjustable headstock and wheel.
Side shift on chrome shaft of 60 mmSide shift on chrome shaft of 60 mm
Fixed blade : 50 up to 75 cm.
Lifting depth : 50 cm in standard version.
Tines : length 90 cm
Tractor : + 90 Hp

The VL200, your solution for uncomplicated tree lifting.
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